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Welcome to Advent Update
How do I reduce my costs?

How many times per day does that thought cross your mind?
One way that Advent can help you reduce you costs is
• Why buy equivalent to new
Equivalent to New ATMs. If you need to add or replace ATMs,
ATMs?
we can save you 30% to 50% versus the price of new. If you
need to upgrade your current fleet of ATMs, we can provide a
Advent-Inc.com links
program to upgrade and restore your existing ATMs to like new
condition and keep you from having to replace them.
Advent-Inc.com
• Product of the Month

About Advent
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Our Mission
Business Continuity Plan
The Advent Advantage

Besides saving you money, equivalent to new ATMs are one of
the best ways to be a good environmental steward. An easy
way to save money while going green!
Thank you for your continued business! We appreciate the
opportunity to work with you and look forward to future
endeavors.
Best regards,

Links to information in this
Update
Equivalent to new ATMs

Contact Us
Tel) 410-850-5400

David Thomason
President
410-850-5400 ext. 228
davidthomason@advent-inc.com
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Unsubscribe
Click here to be removed
from the Advent Update
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Faces of Advent
Harry Pindell, Supervisor
Harry is responsible for production in
our equivalent to new department. He
supervises
the
workforce
and
maintains quality.
Harry is in his
eighth year with Advent.
Outside of Advent, Harry is about to
become a first time father!

Product of the Month – Equivalent to New ATMs
We provide all models from all
manufacturers. All equivalent to new
ATMs are ADA compliant and look and
operate "like new".
Our equivalent to new process:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perform a detailed check of all functions
Completely disassemble the ATM
Clean and paint
Check all wiring and replace as needed
Refurbish and test all subassemblies
Replace CRT
Reassemble ATM to your specifications
Perform rigorous operational testing

Are your ATMs projecting the quality
image that you desire? If not, we will
provide quality refurbishment and make
any required upgrades to your ATMs.
If you are in the market for an ATM
We will provide quality equivalent to new
ATMs from our inventory.
Click here for more information about Advent
equivalent to new ATMs.

Why Buy Equivalent to New ATMs?
You get more for less.
Buying an Equivalent to New ATM versus a new ATM
will generally save 30% to 50%. This will save you
thousands of dollars!

Improved quality.
Our ATMs are remanufactured and tested by qualified
technicians versus an assembly line. According to one
large bank customer, our out of box performance is much
better than new.

Customization and Upgrade.
During the process, we can provide custom colors and
accessories. For example, we have painted ATMs college
colors, added surrounds and special heaters for extreme
cold conditions. We have even had a bank customer send
us their new ATMs for custom painting prior to installation
because we could and the manufacturer could not.

Going Green.
Another benefit if equivalent to new ATMs is they are
recycled. Most of us are interested in being good
environmental stewards, and using equivalent to new ATMs
is another way to make a positive contribution.
Equivalent to new helps you go green while saving
you money.
Quotes from the Environmental Protection
Agency:
“Recycling or reusing electronics conserves resources and
cuts down the amount of pollution and gas emissions
created when new products are manufactured.”
“By properly recycling and reusing electronics and other
products that contain toxic or hazardous materials, you’ll
help save resources and reduce the amount of harmful
contaminants that enter our environment.”
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